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New director
will focus on
school spirit

“Wrong side of the law”

nGOVERNMENT: Desiree
Mouzoon will also try to
improve relations with
students
By Nicole Burns
Staff Writer

The Associated Students board
unanimously voted in favor of
Desiree Mouzoon as director of
administration at Tuesday’s meeting.
Mouzoon fills the position recently
vacated by Neil Cannone, the new
AS Vice President.
Mouzoon, an English major,
transferred to Cal State Fullerton
last spring from Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo. A major difference that she
noticed at CSUF is the overall attitude of students seems to be not one
of pride, but rather a view that their
school is commonplace.
She said she thinks that CSUF
being a commuter school most likely
plays a role in students’ attitudes
toward their school.
“People need to be proud of going
to CSUF … when you walk around
Cal Poly’s campus you’re bombarded with an incredible amount of
school spirit,” Mouzoon said. “Here
I noticed the students weren’t proud
to go here. Some ideas I learned at
Cal Poly is reaching out to students.
I’m not looking for CSUF to be Cal
Poly—each school has something
unique … we need to focus on what
we’re good at.”
Mouzoon recently worked as a
residence counselor for Summer
Bridge Program ‘99 on campus.
Many of the students she encoun-
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Christina Cortes and Lei Leighton watch Officer Brockie and Officer Botzheim search the trunk of Cortes’ vehicle.

Drug

nCRIME: Campus police detain teen for marijuana posession while mother watches
By Veronica Bullard

C

Staff Writer

VERONICA BULLARD/Daily Titan

hristina Cortes sits next to her mother on the curb of
a street adjacent to campus. Her mother has tears in
her eyes as her daughter shouts, “I don’t care, I don’t

Student reporters
talk to chancellor

care.”
They have been stopped by officer John Brockie for a broken front window. After a few questions, he suspects drug use.
Robert Botzheim appears on the scene and both officers search the
vehicle.
The officers find 14 grams of marijuana, a marijuana pipe, baggies and
Zig Zag cigarette papers.
Lei Leighton, Cortes’ mother, tries to console her daughter who knows
that the drugs found in the search are enough for a conviction.
Eighteen years old, Cortes is thin and frail. She weighs 85 pounds. She
has dry lips and scabs on her face, an indication of drug use. Cortes’ behavior varies from tears of despair to bursts of anger and then emerges into
cries of, “I don’t care.”
“She’s dehydrated, confused, been sleeping for the past 18 hours,”
Botzheim said. “What I saw, and from my training experience, she has been
on a couple-of-day binge.”
Botzheim has arrested both mother and daughter before. The mother for
possession of a methamphetamine pipe and daughter for being under the
influence of methamphetamines.
The Koch Crime Institute explains that the long term effects of methamphetamine use “may lead to malnutrition, skin disorders, ulcers and diseases
resulting from vitamin deficiencies. Regular use may contribute to lack of

nDIALOGUE: Topics
ranged from remedial education to recent
enrollment increases
By Magdalena Padilla
Staff Writer

California State University
Chancellor, Charles B. Reed, held a
teleconference with student reporters and editors from various CSU
campuses across the state on Sept.
20.
The conference provided students
with the opportunity to speak direct-
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Christina Cortes screams after she is found with marijuana.

tered during her experience were
minorities who expressed the need to
feel that they were an integral part of
CSUF, no matter what their ethnic or
cultural background.
“I am here for the sole purpose
of reaching out to the students,”
Mouzoon said to the board.
She expressed a desire to work
with the Director of Public Relations,
Jessie Castro, in order to be accessible to students at various campus
events.
“It is important for AS to go to
the students … to see what they
think makes a positive atmosphere
on campus,” she said to the board.
Mouzoon described her recipe for
success as director of administration
in a written synopsis given to the
board.
She plans on advertising throughout campus to encourage student
involvement and keeping the lines
of communication open between all
campus committees and AS.
Mouzoon outlined her past experiences that qualified her for the
position. On the list are experience
with high school student government and involvement in Cal Poly’s
Associated Students Residence Hall
Relations.
Both Cannone and AS President
Ashik Popat said they found
Mouzoon’s application and past
experience to be impressive.
“It was an impeccable application,” Cannone said. “She really
blew us away.”
Popat said that even though he
just met Mouzoon he feels confident
of her potential on AS.
“She has the desire, dedication
and the passion to fill this position,”
Popat said.

ly with the chancellor over important
issues concerning the CSU system.
Some of the issues up for discussion were remedial education, technology on campuses, financial aid
and year-round operations.
Of the topics discussed, the
increase in student enrollment across
the state led to a surge of questions
as to how the CSU plans to deal
with the impending situation.
According to Reed, the increase
is so great that more than 3000 students had to be turned away from
San Diego State alone. He also
stated that $500 million would be
needed in order to meet the increase
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Some students get a real kick from a caffeine
nHEALTH: Caffeine is the legal drug
of choice for academics cramming for
that next big test
By La Rue V. Baber
Staff Writer

It’s the fifth week of school and students already feel
the crunch of the semester bearing down on them. School,
work, exams, quizzes, homework and late night cram sessions. The grind never ends, and in order to deal
with the stress, caffeine seems
to be the legal drug of choice
for college students today.
“I’m not a naturally driven
person,” said Jeff Pruszynski, a
23-year-old junior at Cal State
Fullerton, “and I need something
to get me going, especially when
I wake up in the morning.”
Pruszynski, a criminal justice
major, said he drinks at least one cup of coffee and
takes two No-Doz pills a day.
“I don’t need caffeine when I am not in school I just

need it to make it through the semester,” he said.
Pruszynski works 30 hours a week and carries a 15-unit
load this semester.
Caffeine, an odorless, bitter tasting alkaloid, stimulates
the central nervous system. It also has a diuretic effect,
causing the body to shed more fluid through urination.
Caffeine naturally exists in the leaves, seeds and fruits
of over 60 plants worldwide. Cola, coffee, tea, cocoa
and chocolate all contain caffeine. Some, of course, have
more than others.
Aside from
synthetically produced pills, coffee
is the number-one source of caffeine, according to the National
Soft Drink Association.
A seven-ounce cup of freshly
brewed coffee contains anywhere
from 90mg to 150mg of caffeine.
The amount varies even when
prepared by the same person
using the same equipment.
In comparison, a 12-ounce can
of Jolt has 71.2mg and Coca-Cola has 45.6mg. Instant
coffee contains 60mg to 80 mg and tea follows with 30mg
to 70mg of caffeine.
“If you want to really get ripped, you could get an
Adios,” said Andrew Freeman, a self-described coffee

guru at MJ’s Espresso located next to the Humanities
Building at CSUF. An Adios is eight ounces of espresso
combined with an 8-ounce cup of coffee.
“People come here to get ripped,” Freeman said. “We
provide a service for [those] who can no longer function
without the use of the stimulant.”
Matt Sitar, another employee at MJ’s said he sees quite
an influx of people during heavy test weeks.
“Some people even come here five times a day during
midterms and finals,” he said. On those days, customers
typically order a red-eye—a cup of coffee with a shot of
espresso. “But, the most popular drink is the mocha,” he
said.
Ellen Wood, a returning graduate and employee at the
Titan Coffee located on the second floor of Titan Shops,
said the mocha is also their most popular drink. She
agrees with Sitar and said, “During midterms and finals,
kids live on no sleep and caffeine.”
She has seen the same people come in three times in
one day.
“I have even seen some students coming in here all
shaky and they ask for more.”
Lynn Barba, a medical assistant at the Student Health
Center said caffeine affects everyone differently.
“Some people have no problem with it and some people

http://dailytitan.fullerton.edu
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1 Caffeine will not accumulate in
the body over time.
2 It takes up to 12 hours for the
last traces of one cup of coffee
to leave the body.
3 When a person stops drinking
coffee, they might experience
headaches, nervousness and
insomnia.
4 The best way to shake the habit
of consuming caffeine is to do it
gradually.
The American Medical Association
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Rebels knock off Titans
nSOCCER: UNLV defeats
Cal State Fullerton team
in the last minute  

room.
According to Bob May, senior
director of University Advancement,
the plans call for a clubhouse to be
added, accommodating a total of
1800 people.
"It's so exciting," assistant softball coach Michelle Gromacki said.
Gromacki, a coach for seven
By Gus Garcia
years and a former player, said she
Staff writer
has seen many changes since she
played here in 1987, but none as big
Play ball!
Cal State Fullerton hosts many as this one.
Gromacki added that she is happy
NCAA tournaments throughout the
year both in baseball and softball. with this renovation because they
However, CSUF facilities have not will be able to compete facilityalways accommodated all the fans wise and maybe host more NCAA
who want to attend. Now, thanks tournaments.
Gromacki said she feels no sadto several private donations, about
2,000 more fans will be able to ness because of the renovations to
a field she
hear “Play Ball!”
knows
so
shouted in the
well.
baseball field and
"I'm glad to
about 1,000 more
see our prowill hear it cried
gram movin the softball
ing forward.
field.
I don't feel
Plans to expand
that I'm losboth fields were
ing anything,
revealed Tuesday
I feel that we
afternoon at the
are gaining,"
current
baseGromacki
ball and softball
fields.
—Michelle Gromacki, said.
been
The $3 million
Asst. Softball Coach a "It's
long time
project will start
coming," Titan
in October and
Head Baseball
will be completed
Coach George Horton said.
in March.
He said he figured that the expanThe softball field will be resion would have been here before
arranged and rotated 90 degrees.
The field will receive about 1,000 now, however he is excited with the
permanent seats, including a press expansions of both fields.
Horton thanked all the donors of
box. The rotation means home plate
the project. The donors include Jerry
will relocate to left field.
Along with new seating, a tunnel and Merilyn Goodwin, who donated
will be installed, linking the baseball $1 million, John and Mabel Wilson,
and Cliff and Mary Doubek. He also
field to the softball field.
The tunnel will include pri- thanked President Gordon, May,
vate locker rooms for players and and University Advancement.
Horton said he is happy that baseumpires. An elevator will also be
installed to reach the second floor, ball and softball will have a first-rate
which leads to the VIP/Donor facility to go with two first-rate

nEXPANSION: Baseball
and softball complex will
include a clubhouse

By Craig Hashimoto
Staff Writer

‘‘

I’m glad to see our

‘‘

There was no red carpet welcome
for the Cal State Fullerton women’s
soccer team in its first game playing away from Southern California.
UNLV scored two goals in the final 15
minutes of play to come back and beat
the Titans, 3-2.
The Rebels, (4-3-1) who had failed
to score in their previous four games,
snapped that streak early in the first
half when UNLV’s Janae Sims put the
ball into the left corner of the goal that
gave the Rebels a 1-0 lead.
The Titans (4-5) didn’t answer back
until the second half when forward
Amy Barnes scored on an assist from
Stacy Jarney that evened the score at
one a piece.
Barnes put in another goal about
10 minutes later in the 68th minute
that put the Titans ahead 2-1.
From there, all the Titans had to do
was hold off the Rebels in the remaining 22 minutes to clinch the victory.
That did not happen.
UNLV’s Breanna Seaton scored
on a one-touch pass from Cosette
Joffs that tied the game up in the 74th
minute possibly sending the game
into overtime unless either team could
score in the remaining 15 minutes of
regulation.
Joffs who collected the assist in
that goal, scored the game-winner on
a shot from close range with less than
a minute remaining in the game.
The loss dropped the Titans to one
game under .500, the first time that
has happened since Sept. 10.
For the second time in two years the
Titans will enter Big West Conference
play with a losing record.
That is something the Titans will
hope to change when they face the
Utah State Aggies on Friday night at
Titan Stadium.

New stadium
plans for 2000

program moving  
forward.

MYLES ROBINSON/Daily Titan

Freshman defender Leah Sims moves past a BYU player in Saturday’s game. The UNLV Rebels defeated the
Titans, 3-2, on Tuesday night.

Milestones

1957

Orange County State College established by act of
the California Legislature.

1960

College moved to temporary buildings on permanent site. First commencement held.

1962

Name changed to Orange State College.

1964

Name changed to California State College at
Fullerton. Performing Arts Center completed.

1965

School of Business Administration and Economics
became youngest school in nation to win accreditation.
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Decades
of
CSUF

This year Cal State Fullerton celebrates its 40th

1968

Official enrollment surpassed 10,000 students for
the first time. Program called "New Educational
Horizons" launched to increase opportunities for
minority and disadvantaged students to obtain a
college education (This later became Educational
Opportunity Program). Name changed to California
State College, Fullerton. (comma replaces ‘at’)

1970

Governor Ronald Reagan's appearance at a faculty-staff-student convocation resulted in attempts
to disrupt him and marked the start of a semester of
Vietnam War dissent and other protests on campus.

1972

Name changed to California State University,
Fullerton in recognition of campus's having met
criteria for university status. Graduate program in
business administration accredited for first time.

1975

25,000th degree awarded. Football team began
competing in PCAA.

1979

University became only campus in nation to win
two top-division national championships that
year in men's baseball and women's gymnastics.
Fullerton Arboretum opened.

1982

5 name changes
4 decades of existence
3 baseball championship
rings
2 visits from Ronald Reagan

Left: Jim Olmsted shows his emotions during almna and
current astronaut Tracy Caldwell’s speech where she reminisced about Olmsted and her time at CSUF.
Top: Faculty, dressed in graduation regalia, march into Cal
State Fullerton’s 40th anniversary celebration. The event
included a speech by Danny Glover, and a concert under
the stars entitled “100 Years of Broadway.”

50,000th degree awarded. Gerontology Center
opens.

1984

CSUF won second national championship for
baseball.

1986

Softball team won its first NCAA Division I championship. Agreement signed with Northwest
University of Xian, China, paving way for student
and faculty exchanges as well as other cooperative ventures.

1988

Dormitory opens. China trip marked start
of Conference of CSUF Alumni travel program. 75,000th degree awarded. School of
Communications formed.
Ruby Gerontology Center opened. Ronald Reagan
made final Orange County appearance as president and spoke in Titan Gym on behalf of the
Bush-Quayle campaign.

1990

Agreement reached with Autonomous University
of Guadalajara, Mexico, setting stage for faculty
and student exchanges. Residence halls named
in honor of retiring president Dr. Jewel Plummer
Cobb. Dr. Milton A. Gordon became president.

1994

CSUF served as World Cup training site.

1995

CSUF clinched third baseball championship.

1999

CSUF celebrates its 40th anniversary.

Left: William Langsdorf inspects Orange
County State College’s first building
which was the start of the modern Cal
State Fullerton. The school opened in
September of 1959 when 452 students
registered for 41 classes.
Top: Participants in the 40th anniversary
celebration walk under a sign bearing the
likeness of one of CSUF’s most famous
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A guide to what’s happening

BRIEFS
Blood shortage
Orange County Blood Services
has a critical shortage of all types
of blood because of the Labor
Day weekend and more recently
because of Hurricane Floyd.
Last week the Orange County
Blood Services had to turn down
requests from blood centers
throughout the south-Easte and
mid-Atlantic U.S. to provide type
O positive and O negative blood
as that area is hit by the effects of
Hurricane Floyd. Blood centers in
the path of Hurricane Floyd anticipate higher usage of blood following the hurricane to treat accident
victims. At the same time, many
businesses and schools, the two
largest sources of blood donations, have closed their doors.
Anyone in good health over
the age of 17, who weighs at least
110 pounds, may qualify to donate
blood. Drinking fluids and eating is
recommended before donating.
Orange County Blood
Services hours are Tuesday and
Wednesday from 1 to 9 p.m. and
Thursday through Saturday from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information call
Orange County Blood Services at
(714) 569-2600.

After school programs
Parents wishing to find a way
to keep their children active after
the school day ends, can take
them to the Fullerton Community
Services Department for its
“Playgrounds on the Go,” beginning Oct. 12. Activities include arts
and crafts, game, special events
and sports at five school playgrounds.
The program will be offered
are: Commonwealth School,
Raymond School, Richmond,

Chris Whyte
Erin Whiteside
Mike Refuerzo
Louie Halias
Stephanie Guerra
Alison Hansen
Stina Stubkjær Jensen
Joe Florkowski
Caesar Contreras
Rachel Ng
Lisa Berghouse
Myles Robinson
Lori Anderson
Fermin Leal
Raul Mora
Chris Shelton
Roland Madrid
Denise Smaldino
Edgard Aguilar
Jeffrey Brody
Editors                    278-5813
                    278-5814
News                    278-5815
Sports              278-3149
Main
278-2128
Photo               278-2991

Valencia School and Woodcrest
School.
Hours for the programs are
from immediately following school
to 4:30 p.m., however the program
is not a day care service.
Registration is required for the
program, and a parental permission slip must be on file with the
department.

Microsoft scholarships
Microsoft Corp. chairman
Bill Gates and wife Melinda
announced a pledge of $1 billion
for college scholarships to minority
students on Thursday.
The Gates Millennium
Scholarship program, which will
be administered by the United
Negro College fund, is aimed at
helping academically talented, but
disadvantaged African-American,
Latino, Asian American and
American Indian high school
students by funding tuition, room
and board at the college of their
choice.
A provision encouraging
graduate study in the areas of
education, mathematics, science,
engineering, and library science
is predicted to result in a ten percent increase in undergraduate
degrees for African Americans,
and a 35 percent degree in graduate degrees. Students chosen
as a Gates Millennium Scholars
can expect to be funded through
their doctorate degrees if studying in one of earlier mentioned
programs.
To be eligible for the scholarship, students must be a citizen
of the US and a college student
planning to continue undergraduate study in academic year 2000
through 2001. For further information on applications call (877)
690-4677.
—Darleene Barrientos
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The Fullerton Museum
Center presents “Diagrams
of the Cosmos: The Art of the
Mandala,” an exhibit that will run
until Jan. 9.
The Fullerton Museum
Center is located at 301 N.
Pomona Ave., east of Harbor
Blvd., in downtown Fullerton.
Hours are noon to 4 p.m.
Wednesday through Sunday
and rom 6 to 8 p.m. Thursdays.
Admission is $3 for adults, $2
for students, and free to children
under 6 and to members of the
museum.
For more information call the
Fullerton Museum at (714)7386548.
The Brea Community
Center is hosting a Family

BY LEONARDO FLORES

ANNIE & BONZO

two

news
Night Harvest Hoe-Down on
Friday, Oct. 8 from 6 to 8:30
p.m. Western dress is optional.
Tickets are limited and cost $4
for adults, $2 for children ages
3-17, including dinner. No tickets
will be sold at the door. Family
Night is sponsored by the City
of Brea and Brea Disposal,
Inc. The Community Center is
located at 695 E. Madison Way.
For more information, call (714)
671-4427.

CAMPUS
The Associated Students
Productions will host a free
movie night on Thursday in the
TSU theater. At 7 p.m., Take the
Money and Run will be shown,
and at 9 p.m., Mighty Aphodite
hits the screen. For more information, call Noah Bello or Jose

Vasquez at (714) 278-3502.
The Associated Students
Productions pub series will
be presenting Chris Blake on
Thursday at noon in the pub
at Titan Student Union underground. For more information,
call (714) 278-4216.
Join the Latin American
Studies Student Association for
their first meeting of the semester on Sept. 24 at noon, in the
Titan Student Union, Bradford B.
The members of L.A.S.S.A plan
to discuss different social events
for the upcoming year.
Cal State Fullerton’s
Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry is hosting on
seminar entitled “Materials
Synthesis from Nanotube

Thermoelectives,” on Sept. 23 at
4 p.m. in MaCarthy Hall 468.
Richard Kaner with the
Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry at Cal State Los
Angeles, is speaking.
For more information call
(714) 278-4253.
The Taiwanese Graduate
Student Association is holding a
fundraiser to help the victims of
Tuesday’s 7.6-magnitude earthquake in Taiwan. Anyone who
donates $3 or more will receive
a friendship bracelet symbolizing
unity and prayer for those in
need. The fundraiser is from 12
to 3 p.m. in the quad.
For more information call the
TGSA President Yawen Wang,
at (714) 278-4868.
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Student finds studying in Taiwan eye opennEXCHANGE: Many
aspects of Taiwan, like
movies and clothing, are
similar to the U.S.
By Jillian Rakos

M

Staff Writer

any ambitious students
could not imagine living halfway across the
world. Perhaps they believe they
must first graduate, find the
right job, the perfect spouse and
make $100,000 a year before
they can enjoy this privilege.
Then there are those who don’t
want to wait.
Leicel Terrible is a Cal State
Fullerton business major who decided
to study international business and
accounting in Taiwan. As a member of the Accounting Society and a
junior, Terrible felt that studying in
Taiwan would give her a more global
outlook in the business field. Before
graduating in 2001, Terrible said she
wants hands-on experience working
within a different culture and practicing Chinese.
“The business world is predicted to
shift its focus to Asia,” Terrible said.
“As it is still vital to have relationships
with Europe and other areas of the
world, Asia will play a major role in
the future. I would definitely encourage other students to at least acquire
some knowledge of Asia and its business ethics.”
The total cost of Terrible’s entire
semester in Taiwan came to about
$4,575.
The National Sun Yat-sen University
is the only university located right off
the coast of Taiwan. Terrible will spend
the next five months studying on the
beach with students from Canada,
Holland, the Netherlands, Sweden and
Australia. Although her classes will
be taught in English, Terrible recalls
Dana Roson, her CSUF study abroad
adviser, describing her as a guinea pig
of this program.
Roson describes Terrible as mature
and open-minded.
“Whatever she’s confronted by, she
would be likely to enjoy and see as an
experience, even if she didn’t enjoy
it,” Roson said.
Terrible described her living conditions and said, “We are given only a
bed, desk, chair, and limited closet
space. Four girls in one room ....

Whoa!”
Terrible said she had to get used to
her clothes sticking to her body, and
sweat running down her face from the
hot, humid, sauna-like weather.
Aside from the heat, when she
arrived, her dorm required a massive
cleaning effort, and Terrible spent five
hours scrubbing down her area of the
dorm, cleaning up dust, dead bugs and
what she thought may have been a
dead baby lizard.
Once settled in, Terrible decided to
tour the city and the 13-story megamalls. She said some of the most amusing things are all the McDonald’s, 711 convenience stores and the ‘“Hello
Kitty” obsession.
“The Hello Kitty craze is way out
of line,” she said. “A few weeks ago,
it was reported that there was a riot
in McDonald’s because they ran out
of the Hello Kitty doll! It’s like the
whole ‘Beanie Baby’ craze back in
the U.S.”
Terrible found there were other
important cultural differences including the relative conservatism compared to “western” culture.
“The family heavily depends on
the children to do well and obey and
respect their parents’ wishes,” Terrible
said. “The boy of the family is looked
upon to be as successful as the father
has been for their family.”
High expectations include difficult grading standards. Terrible said
schooling for students in elementary
schools and high schools is more strict
and demanding. Once students get
to the university level, the program
becomes more lenient.
“Before finishing high school, it
is mandatory for students to take an
entrance exam to attend any college,”
Terrible said. “Talk about pressure.”
As the youngest daughter of a
Filipino-American family of high
achievers, Terrible felt pressure to not
only live up to two successful older
sisters, but to be the last daughter to
break away from the nest.
Celia Terrible, Leicel’s mother, said
it was terrifying when Leicel told her
about studying in Taiwan.
“At first I thought it was a disaster,
she’s the baby, and for the first three
nights I couldn’t sleep at all,” she
said.
Terrible’s mother said that the reason Leicel wanted to go to Taiwan
was to learn about the higher rate in
production and the lower labor costs
in business. She said she allowed her
to leave because she felt it would be an
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“It was reported that there was a riot in McDonald’s because they ran out of the Hello Kitty doll.”
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Students’ bodies given the ultimate health test
By Jillian Rakos
Staff Writer

Trudging to class, sucking down a
cup of coffee, with four hours of sleep
is what the typical Cal State Fullerton
student does on any given day of the
week. The potential damage students
can do to themselves by taking on too
much without enough rest or nutritious
meals can be disastrous. If you suspect
that you may suffer from couch potato
tendencies, the time may have come
to take advantage of the physical performance lab on campus.
The basic program most students
use in the physical performance lab
consists of six different tests. Students
have their blood pressure taken to be
screened for hypertension, high blood
pressure and hypotension—low blood
pressure that could cause fainting.
Health risks such as heart disease,
which could cause fatigue during the

REED

n from page 1
costs.
In previous years the number of
applications increased at a rate of
five percent annually. Due to the
increase, the growth rate now ranges from 15-20 percent.
Some of the CSU campuses that
are being hit the hardest included
Long Beach, Sonoma, Chico, and
San Francisco.
Christine Smithson, a reporter
from Cal State Monterey Bay, questioned the chancellor about whether
or not the elimination of affirmative action could be a factor in the
increase of new students.
“There is no relation. One reason
may be that many babies were born
to the baby boomers,” Reed said.

CAFFEINE

n from page 1

jump out of their skin,” Barba said.
Barba said she loves coffee; loves
the smell of it brewing, but stopped
drinking it every day because of digestive problems.
“If I drink coffee on an empty
stomach, I feel like I am putting a hole
in my stomach.”
Jennifer Villines, CSUF’s health
educator, said she would advise students to avoid caffeine.

test, are usually drawn from information gathered by a three page information and inquiry packet given to
potential subjects.
“We are all procrastinators to some
degree, especially for things that we
aren’t too sure about,” said Brigitta
Grothues, administrator at the health
lab on campus. “Because the professors have a project attached with the
fitness testing, most students have this
as their motivating factor to make sure
they complete their fitness test,”
Students Jeff Martin and Jeremy
Williams, both enrolled in a health and
well-being course on campus, participated in the test for class credit. Martin
felt the test was beneficial in order to
set and maintain a healthy fitness program, and that the staff was helpful.
“I think it’s good to do the test just so
we can get an awareness of where we
are concerning our health, so maybe
we can change,” Williams said.

The lab uses a bike test to also
evaluate the fitness levels of the participants. The students wear heart rate
monitors which indicate their ability to
consume oxygen needed to maintain
muscle work. During the workout, they
rate the level of fatigue to test how hard
they feel they are exercising.
Elliot Sacks, a kinesiology major
who took the “Skinfolds Maximal with
ECG and VO2” test had to endure
something even more difficult for extra
credit in his exercise physiology class.
The ECG stands for an electrocardiogram test which measures the heart rate
by electric signals while Sacks runs on
a treadmill until he is at the point where
he is physically exhausted. This test
also checks for the volume of oxygen a
person can take into his or her lungs by
testing how much a person can breathe
in per minute.
Sacks took the test twice and said,
“I took the VO2 max the first time

and said, ‘I can do better than this,’
so I took it again and did better than I
thought.”
Most students who take this test
for a class probably will not have to
run until they are ready to collapse,
unless they so desire. Some basic tests
include a sit and reach test for flexibility, a grip strength test to measure
muscular strength and a lung function
test, where students take deep breaths
blowing into a tube called a spirometer.
This test is important to assess whether
a person may have any lung obstructions from smoking or air pollution,
Grothues said.
Students who smoke or drink caffeine in the morning are told to eat
breakfast and avoid these stimulants.
Professor Bill Beam, who heads the
exercise lab, said that stimulants raise
the heart rate of the subjects, making
them appear as if they are actually in
worse shape.

“Another reason is that students
and their families realize that the
ticket to success is by obtaining a
baccalaureate degree,” Reed said.
“Year-round operations are being
taken into consideration as a way of
dealing with the increase.”
Remedial education also stirred
reporters to ask questions regarding
its necessity, entrance exam requirements, and strategies on lowering the
number of remedial course work.
Currently, the state legislature is
planning a $14 million outreach
program that will involve 230 high
schools across the state as well as
local K-12 schools near each campus. The purpose is to mentor students and show them what a college
education can offer.
The CSU system is looking into
how schools are preparing students
in mathematics, English and writing
skills. Reed said that the system is

considering putting a time limit on
students in remedial courses.
After 12 months, if the student
has not made progress, it will be
recommended for them to disenroll
and attend a community college.
“ The university is dedicated to
giving all students an educational
opportunity,” Reed said.
Due to the explosion of students
in K-12 schools across the state,
teacher preparation is also a great
concern.
Reed said that the university is
appreciative of student efforts to
participate in mentoring programs
and that one of its goals is to increase
the number of students who enroll
in the teacher credential program.
The chancellor not only discussed
academic issues, but also tackled
social issues such as the use of alcohol among college students and the
lack of communication between the

university, faculty, and students.
At the end of the teleconference,
Reed stressed the importance of
limiting misunderstandings between
the three parties. In the past, the
chancellors office and university
faculty have been involved in some
disagreements. He said that student
reporters at times would not get the
full story on these situations, but he
is determined to become accessible
to students with questions.
“We want to try to give direct
access as much as possible and
hope to help them tell their story.”
Reed said.

Based on a spring 1999 survey
compiled by the Student Health
Center, Villines said 320 students said
of all the different types of substances
(alcohol, marijuana, tobacco, other
illegal drugs as well as caffeine), they
felt most concerned about their caffeine intake.
Although many experts said the
consumption of caffeine may be harmful to one’s health, others disagree.
The
American
Medical
Association’s Council on Scientific
Affairs said caffeine use did not significantly induce an irregular heart-

beat. Additionally, the U.S. Surgeon
General reports a number of studies
that have shown that any rise in blood
pressure due to caffeine consumption
is less than the elevation produced
by normal, daily activities such as
Twenty-two points, plus triple-wordscore, plus fifty points for using all my
letters. Game’s over. I’m outta here.
climbing stairs.
Despite debates going on about
related health risks, caffeine is here to
stay. Students will continue to use it.
Some more than others.

The one test that Grothues thinks
may cause some students anxiety is the
body composition test which calculates
the percentage of fat in a person’s body.
The results of all the tests are confidential, and Grothues believes that this
information is necessary to improve
one’s fitness and health. Some students, such as junior Jennifer Tang and
Titan athletic trainer Michelle Baynes,
find the test beneficial toward maintaining their goals.
“If you can check your body fat and
composition you can see where you
stand and if you are making progress,”
Baynes said.
Although Grothues has been working for just one semester in the lab she
said she already thinks it has affected
the way she behaves.
“Awareness is the first step in making change,” Grothues said. “Many
people have no idea what it means to
be fit and healthy. This gives them a
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adventure to learn to adapt to a different
culture.
After spending 20 years growing up
in Yorba Linda, Terrible describes her
stereotypes of what she expected to see
in Taiwan as ironic.
“Before I left, I envisioned everyone
doing ‘Tai-Chi’ wherever there was a
park,” she said. “I thought everyone
would be wearing glasses and wouldn’t
know what contact lenses are. I wasn’t
aware that Taiwanese kids learn English

as a second language in junior high
school. It is said that 33 percent of the
population know English, but rarely get
a chance to practice it.”
What Terrible found were students
rollerblading, wearing khaki Capri’s,
renting movies and saying things like
‘cool’.”
Of course some differences still
apply she said, since movies have to
be watched in a room you rent, and
college students like karaoke as their

favorite activity outside of school.
Terrible said that communicating
within the university campus is easy,
but once she ventures out into the city
she is forced to use the little Chinese
she knows—and sometimes ends up
paying more for things than she bargained for. She also said that the people
in Taiwan have their own stereotypes of
Americans as well.
“I ate at this ‘mom and pop’ shop
and they were quite surprised to see a

foreigner at their eatery, she said. “They
were quite curious of me as I was of
them. My friend translated to them
that I am an American student, but with
long black hair and dark brown eyes
(and not a ‘typical’ American with long
blonde hair and blue eyes).”
While there are cars in Taiwan they
are a luxury, said Terrible, and although
there is “MTV Asia,” it is mostly comprised of Asian artists. The students
travel by motor scooters and Terrible

falls asleep to the sound of pounding
rain and frog croaks.
As far as her future semester in
Taiwan is concerned, Terrible said she
believes this experience will help her
narrow down exactly what aspect of
business she will go into. Living in
Taiwan only a couple of weeks has
already changed the way she thinks
said Terrible, and she now describes
living in America as luxurious. She
said she feels that since she left, her

bond with her family has grown stronger, as well as her skills to find a
job abroad. Terrible said she believes
there are many opportunities to work
in a diverse workforce, and in a global
company.
Terrible returns to CSUF in January
2000.

Pressures can lead to anorexBy Becca Gardner

University of Arkansas
Editor’s Note: The name in the
following story is fictitious; however,
quotes and other information were
obtained from an actual University of
Arkansas student who is recovering
from anorexia.
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Lei Leighton consoles her daughter after campus police find drugs in their vehicle.

DRUGS
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sleep and weight loss.”
As other teenagers her age are
having fun their senior year in
high school, beginning college or
a career, Cortes spends time at the
police station. While most of her
peers are wondering about a date to
the prom, she is wondering about
where she will be sleeping this
weekend.
She admits to the officers that she
has used methamphetamines within
the past 48 hours and has slept for
the past 18. The sun is ready to set,

her breakfast plans are ruined by the
drug bust.
Although both mother and daughter have previous arrests, today the
blame is cast upon the daughter.
Cortes is under the influence of
methamphetamines, so the officers
decide to take her into the station.
The mother is left to watch as her
daughter is cuffed and put into the
back seat of the police car. A few
minutes later she says jokingly, “I
should have brought my lipstick,”
in reference to photos being taken.
Her daughter sits with her face
pressed against the metal grid in
the police car that separates the
front from the back. Brockie drives

away with Cortes in his vehicle. The
mother is left behind.
At the CSUF police station,
Brockie and Botzheim run Cortes
through various tests to determine
if she is still under the influence of
methamphetamines. If they feel she
is, they will call in a lab technician
to draw blood for evidence.
Her pulse is taken, her pupils
checked. They determine she is borderline and decide to release her.
She is cited with possession of
marijuana with intent to sell.
She’ll have the opportunity to go
to Diversion, a drug rehabilitation
program, said Brockie. “It’s what
she needs so that she’ll survive.”

uring the summer before her
junior year in college, Ashley
Holmes stepped on a scale at
her doctor’s office and weighed herself for the first time in months. Her
weight had dipped to 75 pounds, 35
pounds less than her normal weight of
110 pounds.
“I didn’t realize how thin I was,”
Holmes said. “And I saw that I
weighed 75 pounds, and I just cried.
That’s what someone in sixth grade
weighs.”
Holmes, 22, now a senior at the
university, said her eating disorder
began at the beginning of her sophomore year, when she was transferring
to UA and having problems with her
boyfriend.
Raised in an active family, Holmes
said she had always exercised and
watched what she ate, but started to
control her eating habits in a stricter
manner, when her life became more
stressful.
“I couldn’t control anything, but
I could control that,” Holmes said.
“There’s so many pressures in college, and [eating] is an easy thing to
control.”
After a few visits to a health center
for a stomach virus that would not
go away, Holmes was approached by
a concerned doctor who contacted
Holmes’ parents about her weight
loss.
Holmes said her parents told the
doctor they would watch her and
thought that everything would be fine
when Holmes returned home for the
summer.

“I don’t think they wanted to accept
that there was a problem,” Holmes
said.
Living at home for the summer,
classes and a job at a hospital helped
Holmes avoid family dinners, and she
said she would often tell her parents
that she had eaten more of a meal than
she actually had.
“I would eat a bagel for breakfast,
and then I would eat something small
for lunch,” Holmes said.
Her parents finally realized the seriousness of the situation during a family trip to Chicago, when the physically
exhausted Holmes “could hardly walk
across the street.”
When they returned home, Holmes’
mother made an appointment with her
childhood pediatrician.
“My mom told me I was going to
the doctor, and I was so mad,” Holmes
recalled, “I didn’t think there was a
problem.”
When she realized she weighed 75
pounds, Holmes said she was upset,
because she was “a perfectionist, and
[anorexia] didn’t fit into the image.
“Even now I can’t believe that.
People wouldn’t recognize me, I’d lost
so much hair. It wasn’t me anymore.
I’d lost myself.”
Holmes described her early days of
treatment.
“It was hard, especially at first,”
Holmes said. “It was like I had permission to eat. I’d be weighed twice
a week, and [I’d] see a psychologist
once a week. They put me on antidepressants.”
“Awful” is Holmes description of
having to look at pictures of herself at
75 pounds. She had her mother take
the pictures at the recommendation of
a therapist. She said she does not look
at them anymore.
Now, Holmes has quit seeing a psychiatrist after two years of treatment
and sees a therapist. But her treatment has been as costly as it has been
lengthy, and she is in a dispute with
her insurance company over payment

for a $500 blood test that it labeled
“unneeded.”
“Right now I have a $700 medication bill I’m paying off,” Holmes
said, adding that she also pays for her
therapy.
When asked what she would say
to someone with an eating disorder
who is not seeking treatment, Holmes
said that she realized things had to
change “when I learned that I didn’t
have control over it and it had control
over me. I hated where I was at in life.
I hated it. I just wanted to be normal
again. I wanted to look normal and
feel normal.”
“You have to want it,” Holmes continued. “Food was controlling my life.
Something external, if that’s what you
live for, and you’re unhappy, there’s a
problem there.”
Holmes said she feels good about
her treatment now, and she plans to
find a therapist at her graduate school,
where she will complete a program to
become a licensed dietitian.
“Learning to listen to my body was
really tough,” Holmes said. “I totally
had to relearn all that. I know my body
much better now.”
Eating disorders affect five million Americans each year, including
anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa,
binge eating disorder and their variants.
“It’s an epidemic on campuses,”
said Greer McSpadden, a therapist at
the university health center.
According to an article in the April
12 issue of People, of 490 college
health officials polled by the magazine, 70 percent said eating disorders
were “common” on their campuses.
Denise Dowden, an educator at the
UA health center, said pressure from
the media, society and sometimes
even parents contribute to negative
body images that can lead to eating
disorders.
“The average woman is not a size
4 at all,” Dowden said, pointing out
that the average woman is actually a

